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Congratulations, your new pet has just arrived! How to Take Care
of Your Dinosaur is a guide for children on the proper care of a
dinosaur, should an egg arrive at your house. The dinosaur might
be shy, he might be hungry, and he might even need to be taken
on walk. This book follows possible scenarios for your dinosaur as
you take care of him, from the first moment he breaks out of his
shell to trying to put one excited dinosaur to bed.
Trying to get toddlers interested long enough to look at a
book can be challenging, but in this book, each page is full of
vibrant motion that draws the eye in to keep looking. Nothing
is stationary; with milk spilling out of glasses and water and
bananas flying across the pages, Jason Cockcroft does a
masterful job at keeping the pictures exciting and fun to look at.
No page is missed as even the inside of the covers are filled with
pictures that look like they were snapped in the middle of motion.
The illustrations are definitely the strong point of this book.
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